
Adding this play to your personal playbook?

THE PRODUCTIVITYIST PLAYBOOK

This play may be a bold one, but it 's also a smart play.
And the best part is that you don't even have to
publicize that you're executing it.  Use this play once
and I bet you'l l  want to use it  every single chance you
get from now on.

Take a look at the length of your trips,
whether it  be work trips or vacations.
Do this for every single trip you've
scheduled to date. This is imperative.

Now look at the day before your trip and
the day after and block them off from
external communication. Be ruthless
with this. That means you won't deal
with people outside of your workplace
on those days.

Why do you do this for every trip you
have scheduled? So that you integrate
this play across the board from the onset.

Create a Gap Day entry on your calendar
as an all-day activity.  Then you'l l  know
that you can't deal with anyone other
than internal colleagues.

REVIEW YOUR TRIP

BLOCK OFF BOOKENDS

THE GAP
DAY

Update your out of office email
autoresponder to include the Gap Days
in your time away. Do not say you're
taking Gap Days, though. Simply add
those dates to the mix so that you set
the right boundaries for you.

If you don’t take gap days before and after travel,  I  strongly
encourage that you find a way to do so. They help you catch
your breath on both sides of your schedule and allow you to
be more mindful about your work and your play — which wil l
lead to better outcomes for both.

Share on Twitter & Instagram! Tag us @productivityist & #prodplaybook

SPREAD THE WORD

PLAY NUMBER: 037

PLAY SCHEME: DIGITAL • DEFENSE • STEALTH

PLAY DIFFICULTY: EASY 

Activate your autoresponder on the f irst
Gap Day. Deactivate it  after your last one.


